
User guide for TP4-831 PS4 Pro Cooling Fan

Product description: PS4 Pro Cooling Fan Doc NO.:

Item NO.: TP4-831 Version: A/1

NO.1 Product Picture

NO.2 Overview
This product is designed for PS4 Pro console to cool it, it is with unique and light-weight appearance, easy
to carry and simple, a must for the PS4 gaming
NO.3 Function introduction

See below image, corresponding function for each part.
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（1）Turn “②” switch to “ON”, start the cooling fan manually. If you turn it to “AUTO”, it will be in
automatic mode, to “ OFF” to turn off the fan.
（2） “①” switch is “TURBO” . When turn “②” switch to “ON”, it is high speed gear to accelerate the fan
and strengthen the air once you turn “①” switch to “H”, vise versa.
（3） ③ is the DC power port for 5V DC.
（4）（5）（6）: Small fan
（7）（8）: big fan



NO.4 User guide:
1. Connect the power cable well.
2. Start the fan through turning "②” to “ON”, it is in manual gear, its “L” gear is low speed, and “H” gear

is for high speed.
3. Enter into the automatic mode through turning “②” to “AUTO” gear, it will start to work when the

temperature is rising within ten minutes, and stop to work when the temperature decreases about 38℃. It
is the same, “L” gear is for low speed, “H” gear is for high speed.

4. If some fan is not working while it is on, please turn “②” to “OFF”, and “①” to “H”, then turn “②” to
“ON”.

Notice: When “②” is in “AUTO” mode, it stops to work when the temperature decreases, and

starts to work when the PS4 console temperature is rising. It is the normal phenomenon while it is with once
to three times to stop and start to work.

NO.5 Product specification
1. Applicable scope: PS4 Pro console
2. Working voltage: DC 5V
3. Fan spe:

a. Big fan DC5V0.12A，rotating speed 5000±10%RPM
b. Small fan DC5V0.11A，rotating speed 6000±10%RPM

4. Product material: ABS
5. Product size: pending
6. Accessories: 1PC USB to DC cable

NO.6 Attention
Please read this user guide carefully, in order to use and maintain this product correctl.
1. Make sure the input voltage is the stable and standard DC 5V, its output current need to be over
1000mA.
2. Please check if all accessories are good before using.
3. Make sure all are connected well before it is connected the power.
4. Take out all this product from the PS4 Pro console while no using it for a long time.
5. Do not store or use this product in humid environment.
6. Stop using this product if its included cable is hot.
7. Send this product to the professional to handle not disassemble it by yourself, if it is rain, soaked, or
fallen.
8. Do not put this product in high temperature or throw it into fire.
9. Do not use chemicals to clean this product, sharp articles to scratch it, or press this product hard or
fall this product.


